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We expect the number of 
people participating in the 
Metaverse and purcha-
sing NFTs to continue to 
grow rapidly in the coming 
months and years. To the 

same or even greater extent, the number of 
projects in the space will also increase. As a 
result, the space will become more and more 
confusing for non-experts. Good projects 
will quickly rise in price before they can be 
discovered by ordinary people, making it im-
possible for newbies to invest in them. On the 
other hand, more and more bad projects will 
be funded by clueless investors, resulting in 
complete losses for those investors.
 
We came to earth to solve this problem with 
our alliance. 
 
We have made it our mission to give everyone 
the opportunity to be part of the NFT world. 
As part of an alliance between Earthlings and 
AlphaSkullz, we will join forces and realize 
great possibilities. Key elements are the Al-
pha knowledge and the raids.
 
Members of our alliance will benefit from 
valuable Alpha knowledge. Through our 
strength and contacts in the NFT world, we 
will build a unique knowledge pool that will 
offer great advantages to any holder of Al-
phaSkullz when it comes to investing in NFT’s 
of other collections. This valuable knowledge 
will be available in Discord exclusively to hol-
ders of AlphaSkull NFTs.
 
This includes, for example, access to highly 
coveted whitelist spots and other insider 
knowledge. Through partnerships, we will 
cooperate with other collections and ena-
ble great benefits for our holders. Through 
our strong networking and reputation as 
an AlphaSkullz collection, we will be offered 
opportunities that would not be accessible 
otherwise.
 

Preface & Vision

The Raids - Gamified Interaction between 
NFT Collections. Through our regular raids 
of other NFT collections, we will loot popular 
NFTs and give them away to AlphaSkullz NFT 
holders as part of our alliance. This will create 
a fun interaction between different NFT col-
lections that will create a buzz and visibility 
in the NFT world. Through guerrilla marketing 
actions, attention will be focused on specific 
collections and floor prices can increase. This 
playful interaction between communities will 
ensure that the AlphaSkullz collection beco-
mes a brand name in the NFT world and will 
be indispensable. Other collections will wish 
to be attacked by us, as this will result in in-
creased attention.
 
The $oulz token system will regulate the 
chance of receiving the loot. This system 
is designed to reward loyal holders of Al-
phaSkullz NFTs with higher probabilities.
 
[The $oulz token is an in-game token and 
not designed for trade itself, it has no value 
outside of the collection.] 

ALPHASKULLZ

 
LET’S RAID  
OTHER NFT  
COLLECTIONS  
TOGETHER AND  
DISTRIBUTE  
THE LOOT  
AMONG OUR  
LOYAL  
MEMBERS!
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  A few years ago, we, the Ge-
nesis Force (the special unit of 
the AlphaSkullz), reached your 
planet and began to infiltrate 
it. Your strength is rather poor, 
but you have developed some-
thing that interests us: your 
virtual neural multiverse cal-
led “the Internet”. It’s possible 
to create fantastic, crazy shit... 
virtually. No resources are nee-

ded and the possibilities are 
endless. We want to have that. 
So we uploaded ourselves to 
the internet. Since you are not 
completely uninvolved in this 
internet, we offer some of you 
a unique chance. Join the glo-
ry AlphaSkullz and become part 
of an unprecedented allian-
ce. Then you need not fear our 
strength. We have decided to 

create 3,333 NFTs to simulta-
neously honor our Genesis For-
ce. We want to see how great 
the will of the humans is to be-
come an AlphaSkull. If this will is 
great enough and all NFTs are 
occupied, an alliance between 
humans and AlphaSkullz will be 
formed. Sounds fantastic right? 
Join us and let’s do great things.

THE GENESIS FORCE COLLECTION

THE TRILOGY

THE COLLECTION
The Genesis AlphaSkullz PFP collection is the first episode of the trilogy 
on your Ethereum Blockchain. Every single profile picture is a unique piece 
of art and was generated via random algorithms. Our collection on your 

“Internet” should be as awesome as we are. We have done a great job. 
 
Each NFT is composed of 100+ traits of 6 levels with varying rarities. Some 
traits are rarer than others, with some having very special characteristics 
that are unique to the individual. Crazy right? 

We like it that way!
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The Initial

Mint

After proving the loyalty to our Alliance and being 
assigned an Alphalist role in our discord you will 
get the chance to merge with one of our strong Al-
phaSkull Genesis Force members for the price of 
0.08 ETH.
 
The presale and public mint will both take place one 
day after the other in mid-march and the art will be 
revealed 24 hours after 100% sold.
 
There will be 3,333 Genesis Force Members willing 
to merge with you earthlings in a strong bond.
 
The smart contract for the Genesis Force is based 
on the ERC721A standard with significant gas sa-
vings for minting multiple NFTs in a single transac-
tion.
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• Yield $oulz for holding the Genesis Force NFT

• Claim 1 x weapon, vehicle or equipment for each NFT 
($oulz + gas) 

• Claim 1 x Apex Predator for each NFT to start episode 2 
($oulz + gas) 

• Automatically participate in the regular looting of other 
NFT collections and have chances to receive the loot!

• Benefit from valuable Alpha knowledge

Benefits for 
Genesis Force holders

EPISODE I

There is a ranking of Genesis Force grades 
within the troop.

Depending on the grade, there are different 
chances of receiving the loot.

50% of all secondary market royalties will be 
deposited into the raid treasury. 

The remaining 50% will be distributed to the 
development and community fund to further 
the project’s growth and development.

ROYALTIES (5%)

ALPHASKULLZ ALPHASKULLZ

30% of mint sales go to our raid treasury, 
investment in building the knowledge pool, 
developing marketing strategies and pro-
motion of the AlphaSkullz.

30%

70% of the revenues are accounted for 
development costs and marketing ex-
penses. Furthermore, investments are 
made in the long-term development 
and future of the AlphaSkullz to achie-
ve our Vision.

70%
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APEX PREDATOR COLLECTION
Mint with $oulz or ETH

These are powerful creatures commanded by the Genesis Force. They are 
perfect hunters whose mission is to identify and eliminate the top of the food 
chain in order to more easily take over the planet.

The Apex Predators are our most powerful weapons as well as being some 
really sick bastards. They too will be uploaded to the “Internet” and when 
100% human assigned, the sick shit will continue even bigger!

GENERAL COLLECTION
Mint with $oulz or ETH

A new era of the Internet will begin and everyone who is part of the alliance will 
become a hero. Battles will be fought and things will be looted. This glorious 
time will last forever.

The generals are the supreme leaders in the hierarchy of the Skullz. They 
command the AlphaSkullz troops that are sent to conquer the planet entirely 
after the Apex Predators have prepared the way. Our forces grow and our 
alliance becomes stronger, allowing us to face more powerful and influential 
opponents. No planet will be safe anymore!
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Design
Development
Community
marketing
Branding

THE FUTURE

Long-term investments

PRIMARILY FOCUS 
ON THESE SUBJECTS

“Hi my Name is  
  Alpha Inteligence and  
  I am a Bot”

Design and development of art
This includes the realization of the free airdrops for the Genesis Force holder. Weapons, 
vehicles and more will be developed and designed. The complete art for Episode 2 will 
be created. 

Technical development
We ensure the technical excellence of our AlphaSkullz Intelligence, smart contracts and 
future developments of the AlphaSkullz ecosystem.

Community building and support
One of the most important tasks is to maintain a happy and active community. For this 
it is especially important to have enough manpower and creative people in the ecosys-
tem so that the fun never ends. With experienced community managers and innovative 
actions we will make sure that there is never a boring time.

Branding of the AlphaSkullz
The AlphaSkullz have great potential over the short to medium term to become a 
wellkown brand in the world of NFTs and beyond. Their unique art and crazy image make 
them incomparable and stand for the foundation of their unique selling proposition. 
Crazy guerrilla actions will ensure that the AlphaSkullz will be an integral part of the 
NFT community. The trilogy is extremely expandable and predestined for professional 
brand building. The future will be exciting!   
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We are crazy space pirates  
who have become one of the richest civilizations  

by raiding planets all over the u niverse.

Hold NFT - Yield $oulz
Upgrade your NFT
By holding each Genesis Force NFT you will earn $oulz (say: soulz) tokens to buy weapons 
and other upgrades to make your warrior stronger. The stronger your warrior becomes the 
higher his chances will be to return to our mothership with loot when we go raiding other NFT 
collections for NFTs or whitelist spots.

Raiding other NFTs
Win free NFTs & Whitelists
We want you to make it earthling. After infiltrating your blockchains we will send our troops to 
NFT collections and raid them to return as glorious winners with loot that we share amongst 
the members who joined us. Above that we will use our treasury to bribe other NFT tribes to 
give us access to their precious allowlists/whitelists.

Trust the Alpha Intelligence
Get NFT Alpha Access
We know that information is everything. Not only on your planet and blockchain. We will use 
our funds to get access to the best sources of information about the best metaverse assets. 
We will form a team that will scour discords to find worthy information that will be presented 
in a way the inferior earthling brain will be able to comprehend and act on.

*$oulz token has no value, 

THE ALLIANCE
Our alliance will bring our earthling mem-
bers vast benefits to make it in the me-
taverse and become as rich as our Al-
phaSkull society is. Other people will pay 
respect when they encounter Genesis 
Force Members in the metaverses.

The 3 Core 
Benefits 333
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Hold NFT - Yield $oulz
Upgrade your NFT
Use $oulz to purchase future drops, characters and upgrades.
$oulz is the utility token for the AlphaSkullz universe. Be loyal and hold it as you will need it!

How to collect $oulz: 
In Episode I you can obtain Genesis NFTs. Holding them proves your loyalty and generates $oulz.

While every member of our Genesis Force is a badass killer, they have different ranks and therefore generate 
different amounts of $oulz when you keep them.

Here’s an overview so your little human brain doesn’t lose track:

Colour

Metallic

Apollo Blue

Emerald

Purple

Gold

1/1’s

Occurance

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

0.09%

Grade

Slasher

Analyst

Veteran

Commander

Strategist

Council

Yield multiplier

1.1

1.17

1.25

1.32

1.39

1.83

*$oulz token has no value

Showing your loyalty by holding your Genesis Force we will grant you part of the $oulz we 
captured on our century-long travels through the universes. You will be able to enhance 
your Genesis Force and even recruit a predator for you. Some say there might even pop 
up black markets where you might exchange your $oulz*.

$oulz Token
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Through Missions in our training center

We designed a training center in discord whe-
re you can prove your strength and smart-
ness to become the chance to be a part of 
our alliance

Through activity in our discord (be help-
ful)

Every alliance needs highly active and helpful 
members to thrive. Show us that you want to 
be a part and you might get rewarded

Through being part of another strong 
alliance

While scanning your planet we discovered 
other strong alliances that we want to welco-
me as part of our alliance.

How to obtain AlphaList?
There are 3 main ways to prove worthy of the Alphalist role and 
mint on pre-sale.

ALPHASKULLZALPHASKULLZ

Ask Alphaskullz Anything

AAA FAQ

Who is part of the 
team behind the 
project?
The core team consists of 5 highly skilled 
individuals with a long history of building 
e-commerce brands, apps and a love for the 
NFT culture. They are part of strong NFT 
communities and get supported by a broader 
team of nft enthusiasts.

Through our regular raids of other NFT col-
lections, we will loot popular NFTs and give 
them away to AlphaSkullz NFT holders as 
part of our alliance. 

This will create a fun interaction between dif-
ferent NFT collections that will create a buzz 
and visibility in the NFT world. 

Through guerrilla marketing actions, atten-
tion will be focused on specific collections 
and floor prices can increase. 

This playful interaction between communi-
ties will ensure that the AlphaSkullz collec-
tion becomes a brand name in the NFT world 
and will be indispensable. Other collections 
will wish to be attacked by us, as this will re-
sult in increased attention.

What is a raid?

THE TEAM

Pen Punisher
The Artist
The mastermind of digital art between space and time has been creating the artworks for our 
civilization in Skull Hall on our DeathPlanet for thousands of years.
As the Minister of the Arts Pen Punisher is responsible for ensuring the honorable represen-
tation of our culture on the Blockchain.

Comparable Skill-Set in Earthling Terms
15+ years entrepreneurial experience, graphic designer and artist, with a penchant for per-
fection, former celebrity barber, founder, e-commerce builder.

Consul Conqueror
The Creator
As a member of the Alpha Skullz high council on Death Planet, Consul Conqueror has traveled 
along to oversee the infiltration of your Earth.
He enjoys his job because he has fallen in love with the things you call weapons, which he 
makes sure to have on hand for every occasion.

Comparable Skill-Set in Earthling Terms
Founder, entrepreneur, master’s degree in business administration with 15+ years of expe-
rience in e-commerce. Focus on business management, marketing and production. 

Neuro Ninja
The Degen
The master of psychokinesis. Neuro Ninja can achieve anything with his thoughts. He can in-
fluence friends and foe. Living most of the time outside his body, he is responsible for forcing 
the will of the AlphaSkullz across your “Internet”.

Comparable Skill-Set in Earthling Terms
10+ years entrepreneurial experience, e-commerce builder, #bayc, #gcg, Full-Time-Defi-De-
gen & Jpeg Collector.

Bit Berserker
The Dev

Bit Berserker already looked at your earth a few years ago. When you created your virtual 
neural network, he came here to study it. Therefore, he is a master in dealing with your so-
-called “Internet”.

Comparable Skill-Set in Earthling Terms
15 years of technical and business experience in growing platforms with over 30+ million 
users. Co-Founder and CTO of the largest intermittent fasting app world wide, Fastic. Pre-
viously, mastermind of the technical infrastructure of one of the largest dating platforms in 
Europe LOVOO.

Words Whisper
The Writer
For eons, he has studied our past and transformed it into poetry. He is a master of the wri-
tten word and therefore responsible for bringing the glorious history of the AlphaSkullz to 
humanity.

Comparable Skill-Set in Earthling Terms
10+ marketing professional, branding and growth hacker, 10+ years of experience in drama-
turgy and playwriting (7 stage plays already realized)
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I don't understand a word - TLDR?
Earthling, just join our alliances and WAGMI.
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